Reading Research: A User-Friendly Guide For Health Professionals, 5e
This practical beginner-level introduction to health sciences research is ideal for both students and health professionals. It assumes the reader has little or no experience with analyzing published research, and provides guidelines for reading and understanding research articles, as well as information about important elements of published research (e.g., research methods, common terminology, data analysis and results). The book also briefly discusses how research results can be used and applied to practice.

Concise overview of health sciences-related research - a fast read for students looking to maximize study time
Easy-to-read conversational style - simplified style encourages students Helpfull, succinct tips - useful, practical advice for those who are new to the subject
An accompanying website provides up-to-date links for relevant research projects and other research-related sites, and offers Reader's Companion Worksheets
Expanded Chapters 2 and 3 now include more on mixed method research
New information about systematic reviews including an example of how to read a forest plot
Descriptive and interpretive phenomenology is explained.
NEW: Includes brief discussion about using social media to find research
NEW: Interactive forms on accompanying website
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Customer Reviews
Written by 2 PhD nurses from University of Ottawa and refined with each new edition (this is the 5th), Reading Research is a brief (~86 pgs) paperback that will help clinical nurses with critical reading of nursing literature for professional development. It guides your thinking on what to look for in different types of research. It's an excellent tool for anyone interested in Evidence-Based Practice.
for nurses. I have used it with an evidence-based practice institute, journal clubs, and the nursing education department at our hospital. Highly recommended.

Very very helpful in my evidence based practice class. The book was good but this was a very quick easy to understand reference. I have recommended this to other people who will be taking the same class.

I use this book in an academic setting. I have students returning to school and often have long forgotten what they learned in undergraduate research. It is a great refresher crash course! mckvan

The information is easy to find, read, and comprehend. It’s small and gives concise information on the basics of research.

Much easier to read than the bigger research texts. Chapters are easy to follow. Good first research book to read.

Easy to read, concise, and informative. The product is intended to supplement other research guides.

Great reference to have on hand when reading research articles

Even better than the last edition. Very helpful thnaks!
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